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Dear Parents, Guardian, Staff and Students 
 
Last weekend the Governing Council had its first meeting of the year; 10 hours of the ubiquitous Zoom 
meeting that we are becoming accustomed to. We spent a great deal of time discussing the financial 
stability of the school and the implications of the COVID-19 pandemic. The financial stability of the school 
is one of the primary responsibilities of the Governing Council, something we take very seriously and 
something that students, teachers, alumni and parents/guardians hold us accountable for. We thank you 
for the trust, collaboration and support you have provided to us over the years and are honoured to 
continue serving you and the school during these turbulent times. 
 
We also discussed how we are all currently living through a rapidly changing, unpredictable, complex and 
ambiguous world. However much we plan and try to see into the future; it is difficult to confidently map 
out a clear path for the unfolding pandemic and related economic implications. What we do know and 
keep reminding ourselves, is that the human spirit always prevails and that there have been pandemics in 
the past that people have lived through. It is inconceivable how the world recovered from the Spanish flu 
epidemic, but it did and so will we. 
 
Waterford Kamhlaba’s history was built on this human spirit and thrives on it. This week I experienced 
that spirit when learning of one of our young students, living in a beautiful, rural part of Africa, who is 
struggling with online learning for technical reasons, including intermittent power supply and data 
connections. This student is determined to get a Waterford education despite all obstacles thrown in their 
way. Waterford is proud to provide an education that continues to achieve significantly better pass rates 
and a consistently higher point average than the world average. An education that is more comprehensive 
than just the academics and promises a well-prepared and exciting journey into tertiary education. This 
young person has been attending online learning with a far from perfect smart phone that is constantly 
switching off and losing signal. This student continues to persevere, and the school community continues 
to help. The tutor, teachers, former parents, alumni and a partnership foundation are all working to get 
them a supply of data and a new device so that there is no longer a battle to attend online classes. This is 
the Waterford Kamhlaba spirit; the same spirit that helped students get a just education through the 
"apartheid years”. 
 
Over the last 2-3 weeks, a working group assembled by the governing council has developed and 
reviewed—almost on a daily basis—a revised budget and cash projections for the remainder of the school 
year in an effort to forecast how best to position the school to survive the unfolding financial implications 
of the COVID-19 pandemic. The working group has modelled various scenarios (we are presently on 
version 16), in an effort to put into perspective what is needed by the school to deliver on our promise, 
whilst being sensitive to the unique circumstances we face together. We have also looked at how other 
schools in the region and internationally, particularly UWC schools, are dealing with these challenges. 
Although the Waterford budget has evolved over the years, it could never have been predicted that there 
would be a time when there would be no boarding or transport income. The tuition, boarding and 
transport revenues make up 98% of the total income of the school. These individual revenue streams are 
not necessarily cost-based and cross subsidize each other to enable affordable tuition fees. A large portion 
of the school’s costs are fixed, with a relatively small amount that is variable. It is only the variable costs 
that we have been able to reduce by not having students on campus. 
 
At the meeting this weekend a decision was made to increase the discount on boarding fees and transport 
fees by another 5%, for a total discount of 30%. The discounts will only be applicable to students while not 



residing at Waterford. We realise that the financial impact of the pandemic will adversely affect several 
parents and guardians. We have, therefore, had to create space so that we may be able to offer these 
families support in the form of extended payment plans and possible scholarship support without 
jeopardising the financial stability of the school. It is our goal that no student should have to leave the 
school this year for financial reasons. We are going to ask our alumni and donors for further financial 
support. In addition, we are asking those families who have been less impacted and who can afford to pay 
full fees, to do so. We have received several heart-warming emails from parents who plan to do just that. 
We can then use these funds to support those who have not been as fortunate. 
 
Despite this, we project that the school will run at a deficit of E2 400 000, which we are confident we can 
manage going forward. It must be remembered that our financial calculations are projections. This is a 
fluid situation and we will continue to meet on a regular basis to look at what is happening. Depending on 
the outcomes, we may have to make further difficult cost cutting decisions. We pledge that if the 
outcomes are better than we have predicted, and the deficit is less than expected, we will pass this on to 
our fee payers. Waterford Kamhlaba is one of the very few regional and UWC schools to offer any form of 
discount. Many schools have decided on the wait-and-see approach and have asked parents to pay full 
fees until such time as they can evaluate the full financial impact. It is important to point out that the 
decision to offer a 30% discount on boarding fees and on transport fees was a unanimous decision by the 
Governing Council, which comprises alumni, parents, entrepreneurs, educationalists, lawyers, doctors, 
bankers and accountants, all of whom are monitoring the pandemic in their own spheres. 
 
We trust and hope that you understand our reasoning even if you are not fully supportive of it. We have 
done our best to balance the various needs of the school and to ensure that the school remains in 
existence to support your children in the future, Waterford has existed as a beacon in education for 57 
years, and it is our fiduciary duty to make sure that it reaches many more. 
 
If you anticipate that paying your fees will cause you significant challenges, please contact Mr. Mkoko, the 
bursar (bursar@waterford.sz), or Ms. Tsikati, the debtors’ clerk (zanele.tsikati@waterford.sz), to discuss 
your circumstances and ways that the School may be able to assist you. 
 
The Principal, Staff and Governing Council are doing everything in their power to make sure that when the 
students return to school it will still be the special place on the hill that you chose for your children. We 
want to be your partner in this and we welcome your feedback 
 
Dr Mark Mills 
Chairperson 
On behalf of the Governing Council Waterford Kamhlaba UWCSA 
 
 
“There is one thing that is common to every individual, relationship, team, family, organization, nation, 
economy, and civilization throughout the world—one thing which, if removed, will destroy the most 
powerful government, the most successful business, the most thriving economy, the most influential 
leadership, the greatest friendship, the strongest character, the deepest love. On the other hand, if 
developed and leveraged, that one thing has the potential to create unparalleled success and prosperity in 
every dimension of life. Yet, it is the least understood, most neglected, and most underestimated possibility 
of our time. That one thing is trust.” 
 

Stephen M.R. Covey, The SPEED of Trust: The One Thing that Changes Everything 


